MANAGER POINT OF VIEW

Seeyond’s High Dividend Minimum
Volatility: what does it bring to the table?
As presented in the previous papers, Seeyond’s High Dividend Minimum Volatility
(HDMV) proposes to look at equity markets from a different angle: aiming at minimizing
risk, increasing diversification and generating higher dividends than the reference
investment universe. Through its original approach, this strategy aims to present an
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alternative to traditional equities and bond portfolio allocation to investors looking
for yields and an asymmetric risk/return profile. In this new paper, we aim to assess
the impacts of such a strategy in the typical allocation profiles of Singaporean retail
investors: what does HDMV bring to the investors’ allocation? And what weight should
be added to a typical allocation?

KEY POINTS
• A potential improvement of risk/
return profile and diversification
• An optimum amount has to be
determined according to the
investor’s profile

1- How does HDMV impact an investor’s allocation?
As there is no unique typical investor but, on the contrary, differences between investors, we
took in reference the three typical profiles for Singaporean retail investors:
(1) Aggressive profile: high risk tolerance with high Equity allocations;
(2) Moderate profile: an overall balanced allocation;
(3) Conservative profile: low risk tolerance with typically lower allocations to Equities.
Figure 1 depicts the average allocation for each of those profiles.
Figure-1: Portfolio allocation by risk-tolerance profiles for Singapore Retail Investors
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Source: Portfolio Research and Consulting Group, Natixis Investment Managers. Investor data collected over the
period from 01/01/2017 and 31/12/2018.

We assessed the impacts of adding the HDMV strategy by using the three most common
criteria investors use to evaluate their allocations: risk, return and diversification.

1. Seeyond is an affiliate of Natixis Investment Managers.
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Figure 2 demonstrates the relative impact of replacing a percentage of the Equities in the
allocation by the HDMV strategy.
Figure-2: Relative impacts (in %) on Singapore Investors’ profiles when introducing HDMV to their allocation
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Source: Seeyond analysis based on $ monthly returns data from 31/10/2001 to 31/08/2018. Following indices are used as proxies of asset classes within
the three investor’s allocation profiles: stocks (MSCI Asia Ex-Japan Index $), Fixed Income (Credit Suisse Asia Bonds corporate Index $), Diversified (EAA
Fund Moderate Allocation), Alternative (Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Index $). Investors profile analysis is provided by Natixis Investment Managers’ Portfolio
Research and Consulting Group based on data collected over the period from 01/01/2017 and 31/12/2018.
Past simulated performance does not guarantee future results.

Overall, in average over the observation period, substituting traditional equities by the HDMV strategy resulted in the following
impacts on the portfolio attributes:
-	
higher relative annualized returns: returns globally improve, more or less importantly depending on the profile.
For example, aggressive investors would potentially have received returns more than 25% superior relatively with the
appropriate allocation to HDMV equities instead of their traditional equities;
- lower risk: volatility is reduced in average by 11points across profiles;
- increased diversification: the diversification ratio is improved by around +1.5% in average across all profiles.
Although remaining a full equity investment solution therefore subject to potential loss, the relative impact of substituting
traditional equities by the HDMV strategy can be interesting for investors. The most significant improvement is for aggressive
investors as they have the highest Equity allocations.
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2 - Optimum HDMV allocation
From the above results, HDMV could turn out to be a good alternative to traditional equity strategies in a diversified
portfolio, but how much should you add? Figure 3 aims to illustrate the risk-return tradeoff for each investor profile.
Figure-3: Risk reward results with the % of HDMV in the allocation / investor profile
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This strategy presents a risk of capital loss. Past simulated performance does not guarantee future results.
Source: Seeyond analysis based on $ monthly returns data from 31/10/2001 to 31/08/2018. Following indices are used as proxies of asset classes
within the three investor’s allocation profiles: stocks (MSCI Asia Ex-Japan Index $), Fixed Income (Credit Suisse Asia Bonds corporate Index $), Diversified (EAA Fund Moderate Allocation), Alternative (Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Index $). Investors profile analysis is provided by Natixis Investment
Managers’ Portfolio Research and Consulting Group based on data collected over the period from 01/01/2017 and 31/12/2018.

Gradually replacing traditional equity resulted in a progressive reduction in risk and a proportional increase in returns, thus
improving the overall allocation’s risk-return profile. For instance, in the case of the aggressive allocation profile, each 5%
increase of HDMV in the allocation results in a decrease of around 0.3% in the volatility of the allocation and an increase of
around 0.3% in returns.
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Based on risk-return only, one could be tempted to replace their full Equity allocation by HDMV. However, the
diversification benefits should be considered. In figure 4, we analyze diversification within the portfolio.
Figure-4: Impacts on the Diversification ratio of gradual integration of the HDMV strategy
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Source: Seeyond analysis based on $ monthly returns data from 31/10/2001 to 31/08/2018. Following indices are used as proxies of asset classes
within the three investor’s allocation profiles: stocks (MSCI Asia Ex-Japan Index $), Fixed Income (Credit Suisse Asia Bonds corporate Index $), Diversified (EAA Fund Moderate Allocation), Alternative (Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Index $). Investors profile analysis is provided by
Natixis Investment Managers’ Portfolio Research and Consulting Group based on data collected over the period from 01/01/2017 and 31/12/2018.

Diversification Ratio is the ratio of the weighted average volatility of individual indexes to the volatility of the portfolio.
Past simulated performance does not guarantee future results. This strategy presents a risk of capital loss.
Here we analyzed the increase in diversification (defined by the diversification ratio) when progressively replacing the
Equity allocation with HDMV. The red dots represent the optimum amount to allocate to HDMV in order to maximize
diversification. From this angle, optimal allocations would be 15%, 30% and 51% for respectively the conservative,
moderate and aggressive profiles.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we believe the HDMV investment solution could succeed in providing significant improvement to a global
allocation in terms of risk, reward and diversification. However, allocating to the strategy should be considered in the
context of each allocation and investors should also consider their risk-tolerance profile before investing. From our results,
potential improvements are the most significant for aggressive investment profiles for instance. These findings call for
further analysis (e.g. in terms of factor, style shifts) to find out how HDMV brings changes to a portfolio’s overall profile.

Main risks of the strategy: Capital loss, equity securities, small and mid capitalization companies, emerging
markets, exchange rates, geographic and portfolio concentration, counterparty, financial derivatives
instruments, and changes in laws and/or tax regimes.
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SEEYOND – AT GLANCE

NATIXIS INVESTMENT MANAGERS – AT GLANCE

Seeyond specializes in active quantitative portfolio
management. By adding active oversight to disciplined
quantitative investment processes, Seeyond’ investment
strategies seek to optimally reward risk within three
core expertise: equity strategies, multi-asset strategies,
volatility & overlay strategies. The strategies leverage
strong proprietary quantitative skills and long-term market
experience. Asset Under Management: $9.7 billion
Source Natixis Investment Managers, as of 31/12/2018.

Natixis Investment Managers serves financial professionals
with more insightful ways to construct portfolios. Powered
by the expertise of 26 specialized investment managers
globally, we apply Active Thinking® to deliver proactive
solutions that help clients pursue better outcomes in all
markets. Natixis ranks among the world’s largest asset
management firms1 ($917.1 billion AUM2).

•	Overview of the Seeyond Minimum Volatility Investment
team
Nicolas Just, CFA®: Deputy CEO, CIO, began investment
career in 1994.
Juan-Sebastian Caicedo, CFA®: Senior Portfolio
Manager, began investment career in 2009.

1. Cerulli Quantitative Update: Global Markets 2017 ranked Natixis
Investment Managers (formerly Natixis Global Asset Management)
as the 15th largest asset manager in the world based on assets under
management as of December 31, 2016.
2. Net asset value as of 31/12/2018. Assets under management (“AUM”), as
reported, may include notional assets, assets serviced, gross assets and
other types of non-regulatory AUM.

•	Overview of the Seeyond Research team
Alexis Flageollet, PhD: Financial Engineer, began career
in 2006

Seeyond
Registered Office: 43 Avenue Pierre Mendes France – 75013 Paris – France
Tel. +33 1 78 40 80 00
A public limited company with capital of € 4 963 183
Regulated by AMF under n° GP 17000034
Company Trade Registration (RCS) Number 525 192 720 Paris

CFA® and Chartered Financial Analyst® are registered trademarks owned by the CFA Institute. Material produced in March 2019.
This document is intended for professional clients in accordance with MIFID. It may not be used for any purpose other than that for which it was conceived and may not be copied,
distributed or communicated to third parties, in part or in whole, without the prior written authorization of Seeyond.
None of the information contained in this document should be interpreted as having any contractual value. This document is produced purely for the purposes of providing indicative
information.
This document consists of a presentation created and prepared by Seeyond based on sources it considers to be reliable. Seeyond reserves the right to modify the information
presented in this document at any time without notice, and in particular anything relating to the description of the investment process, which under no circumstances constitutes a
commitment from Seeyond.
Seeyond will not be held responsible for any decision taken or not taken on the basis of the information contained in this document, nor in the use that a third party might make of
the information.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Any reference to a ranking, a rating or an award provides no guarantee for future performance and is not constant over time.
In accordance with the treaties signed by the French government, the portfolios directly managed by Seeyond do not invest in any company that manufactures, sells or stocks antipersonnel mines and cluster bombs.
The content of this document is strictly confidential and has been prepared for informational purposes only and for the exclusive use of institutional and professional clients or
prospects. Under no circumstance may a copy be shown, copied, transmitted or otherwise distributed to any person or entity other than the authorised recipient without the advance
written consent of Natixis Investment Managers Singapore.
Investment involves risk. The information contained herein does not constitute an offer to sell or deal in any securities or financial products. The content herein may contain
unsolicited, general information without regard to an investor’s individual needs, objectives, risk parameters or financial condition. Therefore, please refer to the relevant offering
documents for details including the risk factors and seek your own legal counsel, accountants or other professional advisors as to the financial, legal and tax issues concerning such
investments if necessary, before making investment decisions in any fund mentioned in this document.
Past performance information presented is not indicative of future performance. Certain information included in this material is based on information obtained from other sources
considered reliable. However, Natixis Investment Managers Singapore does not guarantee the accuracy of such information.
Natixis Investment Managers Singapore is a business development unit of Natixis Investment Managers, the holding company of a diverse line-up of specialised investment
management and distribution entities worldwide. The investment management subsidiaries of Natixis Investment Managers conduct any regulated activities only in and from the
jurisdictions in which they are licensed or authorised. Their services and the products they manage are not available to all investors in all jurisdictions. It is the responsibility of each
investment service provider to ensure that the offering or sale of fund shares or third party investment services to its clients complies with the relevant national law.
This material is provided by Natixis Investment Managers Singapore (name registration no. 53102724D), a division of Ostrum Asset Management Asia Limited (company registration
no. 199801044D). Ostrum Asset Management Asia Limited holds a capital markets services licence issued by the Monetary Authority of Singapore to conduct fund management in
Singapore. Registered address of Natixis Investment Managers Singapore: 5 Shenton Way, #22-05 UIC Building, Singapore 068808.
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